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Authenticating oral evidence is difficult. On the one hand, oral evidence 
which can reflect case information is on the premise of initial process by the 
subject, transferring to third party by means of oral statement. So, its probative 
force is affected by the words providers’ subjective factors. On the other hand, 
information included in oral evidence is in plenty, and is the important first hand 
information which can return to the case facts. Compared to physical evidence, 
investigators pay more attention to get “confessions” and other words, but 
sometimes they will collect oral evidence illegally because of the bad mental 
state to pursuit the truth excessively. So the credibility of oral evidence is in a 
degree affected by the investigators. However, as a way of authenticating, 
written review in practice does not help the judge to rule out the subjective 
factors; in addition, getting verification standard cause more troubles in the case 
that there are only words but no other evidence to prove the facts.  
Human factors hiding in oral evidence motive us to change our attention 
from the reliability of words to the reliability of speakers. In fact, the law also 
attaches great importance to the reliability of speakers. Oral evidence reviewing 
activities do not deny that the subject will review whether he can “express 
correctly, and be able to tell right from wrong” or not, also do not keep away 
from reviewing whether he “answers truthfully” or not. When evaluating the 
reliability of speakers, we may need to use their character. Through the analysis 
of the obvious legislation and implicit using about character in our country, we 
found that regarding the character as a way of authenticating words evidence is 
of a certain realistic possibility. Authenticating target can be realized through 
two aspects by using character: on the one hand, good character of the subject 
can enhance the credibility of the words; on the other hand, bad character of the 
subject can disprove the truth of the words. In sum, it means the guarantee of 
truth and the impeachment of false.  
Guarantee and impeachment is a kind of static method of authenticating oral 
evidence. Using character to identify true or false of words is also a dynamic 













character can enter the activity; then it also should be clear that what kind of 
approach the judge will take; finally, whether there is a necessary to form some 
supporting measures or not to ensure that apply. In our opinion, there are two 
kinds of forms can be used by a judge. One type is directly expressed in the form 
of evidence, the other one is implanting in evidence material. The judge will 
decide true or false with the help of using character, which is a kind of inference. 
In the process of inference, the judge may build a assumption that “if he has a 
dishonest character, the words he provided will be not credible”, then the judge 
will bring his subjective initiative into play, which need construct a best 
explanation to deduce it. Based on the assumption and deduction, the conclusion 
deduced from the assumption can be presumable and contested, which need to 
construct the corresponding examination and confirmation process and allow the 
judge to make a inner conviction in a certain degree, ensuring the effectiveness 
of the character inference.  
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第 1 条以及刑法第 246 条的规定，3
万元恰好属于“数额巨大”，并适用
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